ABSTRACT. Let 0 < a < 1 and T a positive linear operator on Lp, 1 < p < +00, such that ||(1 -a)I + aT\\p < 1 (J = identity).
ESTIMATES OF POSITIVE LINEAR OPERATORS ON Lp
ABSTRACT. Let 0 < a < 1 and T a positive linear operator on Lp, 1 < p < +00, such that ||(1 -a)I + aT\\p < 1 (J = identity). For such operators, (which do not necessarily satisfy (i) ||T||p < 1 (contraction),
(ii) supn>! \\(I + T-\-hTn_1)/n||p < 1 (Cesàro mean bounded by one)) [1] we show, using M. A. Akcoglu's estimate, that sup n>l ra6N f + Tf + ---+ Tn-lf <Tr(a)||/||p for any/ 6 V.
We also obtain the pointwise ergodic theorem in Lp.
Introduction. Let (Q,A,u) be a cr-finite measure space, Lp(Q,A,p) (or simply Lp) the usual Banach spaces constructed on (U,A,p) and T a positive linear operator on Lp (1 < p < +00).
We set Mn(T) = (I + T + ■ ■ ■ + Tn~1)/n, the Cesàro averages of an operator T and consider for 0 < a < 1 the class Ca of those operators on Lp which satisfy ||(1 -a)I + aT\\p < 1. The purpose of this paper is to obtain an Lp estimate for the supremum of the Cesàro averages of a positive linear operator which belongs to at least one class Ca. Emilion obtained a dominated estimate [4] . His proof rests on the estimate on Ci and Hille-Yosida's theorem for resolvents. Our method, which proves more, is independent of the theory of resolvents.
Ergodic properties of operators in the class Ca. We list first some properties of classes Ca. PROPOSITION 1. (1) IfO < a < ß < 1 then Cg g Ca.
(2) Ca is convex.
(3) For p = 2, a = 1/2 there exists T G Ci/2 such that sup^j ||M"(T)||2 > 1.
PROOF. (1) The inclusion Cp C Ca is easy. To prove that Ca is strictly bigger thanCp we can take fi = {1,2}, p{l} = p{2} = 1 and T = (°0). (2) is easy. The dominated estimate follows from [1] .
To get the pointwise convergence we can use the following result, mentioned in [2] even in the L1 case. PROOF. We just need to prove that g* = g* where g* = limnMn(T)gi, g* = limn Mn(T)g2, gi = limsupMn(T)f and g2 = liminf Mn(T)f. We use a decomposition of fi in two disjoint parts Y and Z, [5] .
(i) for any F0* in Lq(l/p+l/q = 1), such that T*(Y0*) = Y0* then suppyo* C Y and for any / in Lp ly • Mn(T)f converges a.e.
(ii) for any h in Lp such that supp h C Z then suppTh C Z and ||M"(T)/i||p -> 0.
For v* in Lq, such that T*(v*,) = t>¿ and suppig = Y we have using (ii) for any h in Lp+, I v*o-T(lz-h)dp = 0 so lYTh=lY -T(1Y h). Then lY(g* -g.) = 0 and T(g* -g.) = T(lz(g* -g.)) = lz(g* -g.). We use now (ii) to get lim \\Mn(T)(lz(g* -g.))\\p = \\lz(g* -g.)\\p = 0.
n So g* = g". THEOREM 5. Let 0 < a < 1 then for any T G Ca, Mn(T)f converges a.e. to a fixed function f* in Lp.
PROOF. As we get a dominated estimate, for any / in Lp+ Mn(T)f converges a.e. by Proposition 4. The conclusion follows easily from the decomposition / = /+-/-■ REMARK 6. If p = 1 then for any 0 < a < 1 the class Ca is exactly the set of positive contractions in L1.
It would be interesting to know what initial condition on a positive operator T implies that sup" HT"1!^ < +oo.
